Fairfield Institute of Management and Technology (FIMT), New Delhi, shaping students’ careers in the country is a self-financing, quality-conscious, and trend-setting Institute with a focus on providing equal opportunities for the development of human potentials for every segment of society including the differentiated one. The Vision of the Institute focuses on essential aspects like global Standards, Value-based Education, and Sustainable Development. FIMT believes in the all-round development of the beginners, which includes the values of Vivekananda. FIMT focused to create an environment where our ethnicity and traditions go hand in hand with the material world.

The Institute has established its distinctive approach towards this complete Vision Excellence in Academics and Exploration of Knowledge through a holistic approach for the Development of a Rounded Personality with Global Vision and Social Responsibility. FIMT encourage Faculty & students to take part in Mental Wellbeing Projects/ societal challenges awareness Programs, few projects in the Academic year 2018-19:

- Faculty & Students Participation in Research Project granted from Govt of Rajasthan on social cause under the Beti Bachao Beti Padhao Yojna
- Contribution by faculty and students in Humanitarian Project at Govt. Co-Education Senior Secondary School, Bhandhwari, Gurugram.
- Faculty and student’s participation in Jhuggi-Jhopdi Jeevan Uthaan Pariyojna

Students are motivated to participate in sports and cultural activities. The college also takes pride in its excellent performance in cultural and Sports events at university levels. Few achievements during the Academic Year 2018-19.

- Academic Awards: Best Researcher Award
- Sports Awards: Tug of War, Body Building, Table Soccer, Race
- Cultural Awards: Street Dance, Painting, Street Play

Participation of students in Co-Curricular Activities and Extra-Curricular Activities like workshops, Technical talks, Hands-on training Programs, Industrial Visits, social welfare programs helps to enhance all-rounded personality to strongly face the challenging road of the future Experiences and appreciations gained through these activities assist students during internships. Career guidance, Personal counselling, and Placement.

FIMT is recognized for its quality in teaching and learning which counts it among the BEST affiliated colleges of GGSIP University. The pioneer Institute is committed to giving its best to all the stakeholders.